Specific gravity (which is a measure of dry matter content) of potato tubers is an important character for the potato breeder. A survey of published and unpublished data shows that it is but little subject to genotype-environment interaction. Probably, genotype x seasons effects are slightly greater than genotypes x locations effects.
INTRODUCTION
THE specific gravity of potato tubers is high correlated with their dry matter contents and hence with their suitability for processing uses such as chipping, crisping and canning; it is, therefore, of importance in potato breeding programmes. Plant breeding is much simplified if the expression of genetic differences between plants remains relatively constant from environment to environment, that is if there is little or no genotype-environment (hereafter GE) interaction. In this note we give evidence indicating that, unlike so many traits with which the plant breeder must work, specific gravity of potatoes meets, or comes close to meeting, this requirement.
2. RESULTS Table 1 shows the analysis of variance of a Scottish Plant Breeding Station trial grown in 1972. It consisted of five varieties grown in four 0l80 -blocks at each of four sites distributed from south-west England to eastern Scotland. The analysis shows that, whilst there were highly significant differences between both sites and varieties, the interaction of these factors was not significant. Table 2 shows the joint analysis of Dutch and Scottish data for four varieties. The Dutch data were drawn from the Netherlands Rassenlijst (Anon., 1973) using conversion factors kindly provided by Ir. J. A. Hogan Esch (pers. comm.). Specific gravities were transformed to (specific gravity -1) x 1000, a procedure which has also been applied to all subsequent data. The Scottish data were kindly provided by Dr J. L. Hardie, Department of Agriculture and Fisheries for Scotland, Scientific Services. The The absence of replication prohibits examination of the significance of the interactions, but the components of variance are shown in table 3; the last column shows the interaction components as percentages of the total of all three components. These percentages range from trivial to small, occasionally middling. There is a distinct suggestion that interactions with years are greater than interactions with places. From table 3, the range of the former is 21-287 per cent, of the latter O3-l3O per cent. This would agree with one's general impression from the plant breeding literature and points to the usual conclusion that replication over years is more valuable than over places. Nash (1941) The slopes clearly agree; the difference between the two intercepts may not be significant since the value a = 46 from Nash's data has a standard error of 07l.
3. Cocrusior.s
The data analysed include two experiments in which it has been possible to establish the statistical non-significance of the GE interaction. There are, in addition, 20 unreplicated trials in which the appropriate component of variance is generally small (but occasionally middling) in comparison with that of genotypes or of environments. Nash's data also show that the relationship between specific gravity and dry matter is not influenced by environment. There are, then, reasonable grounds for concluding that specific gravity of potatoes is relatively little subject to GE interaction. The testing of advanced selections at a number of sites is therefore unnecessary in breeding for high (or low) specific gravity; a single site should suffice to indicate the ranking of such selections. On the other hand, there is a suggestion that GE effects may be greater when E is represented by years rather than by sites. Further work and a certain degree of caution seem to be indicated.
All plant breeding experience says that GE interactions are often important and there is a general belief, noted above, that years often give rise to stronger interactions than places. We know of no critical review of this subject; it would be of great interest to have an authoritative survey of the relative importance of G, E and GE components for a range of crops and economic characters.
